ART. VIII — The Kendal Tenant Right Dispute 1619-26
By JOE SCOTT, M.A.

T

HE dispute about customary tenant right in the Barony of Kendal is a wellknown episode in local history. In 1777 Nicolson and Burn' gave a detailed
account, based on a careful examination of documents, some of which are now lost,
and this is on the whole followed by more recent writers. 2 Only one of these writers
however, Mildred Campbell, had used the voluminous file of the Star Chamber case
in the Public Record Office,' but she had not used the documents in the Browne
papers' relating to the Chancery suit between the Prince of Wales and his tenants,
which from the local historian's point of view is part of the same story. In 1986
Canadian scholars' published a careful transcript of one part of the Star Chamber
file and Professor Edwards used this in 1991 in his account of the Kendal Castle
play of 1621, which was related to the dispute.' R. W. Hoyle's full account of Crown
estate policy' at this time can refer only briefly to the Kendal events. The present
paper attempts to take all the evidence into account and put together the whole
story, setting it in its local and national historical background.
Customary Tenant Right

The respective rights of tenants and lords of manors in the Kendal area, as in other
parts of the north, had been shaped by the social, political and economic changes of
recent centuries into a system varying slightly from manor to manor and generally
known as "customary tenant right". This fixed the annual rent at a tiny sum, which
may once have represented an economic rent but did so no longer following the
massive inflation of the years 1520-1620. In 1608 a survey of crown lands in
Cumberland and Westmorland shows that tenants paid a total of £2,205 11 s. 8 1 /2d.
for lands valued at £9,293 a year.' Tenants could also sell their tenancy or leave it
by will, and the lord had to accept the new tenant, provided he paid an "entry fine"
or "gressum". So it was difficult for a lord to evict a tenant who paid up and carried
out a few services, usually not very onerous, such as attending the manor court. The
conventionally accepted wisdom, somewhat old-fashioned in 1620, was that the lord
was rewarded partly by the love and respect of his tenants over whom he exercised a
paternalistic "good lordship", but increasingly, as prices rose, lords needed hard
cash to rebuild their houses, to cut a respectable figure in the county or in London,
to marry their daughters well, and to send their sons to university and to the Inns of
Court in London. So lords in many parts of Cumbria had tried with varying success
to increase the entry fines or to buy out or evict customary tenants, and let larger
farms at an economic rent.' Alternatively they might sell off their rights, usually to
richer tenants who thus became freeholders, though usually paying a tiny chief rent
to the lord. The events dealt with here were the result of attempts by lords in the
Kendal area, led by the most important of them, Charles Prince of Wales, to
increase the yield of their customary estates or to get rid of the whole system of
customary tenure, so that tenants would hold land only at the will of the lord by a
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modern lease of fixed duration on whatever terms the lord wished. Lord William
Howard of Naworth Castle, had succeeded in doing this in 1610. 1 ° Why should
Westmorland not follow suit?
1619 The Prince of Wales and his tenants

The Prince of Wales was lord or part lord of a set of manors spread right across
south Westmorland from Casterton to Langdale, amounting to about 75% of the
"Barony of Kendale", and known collectively as the Richmond and Marquis Fees, in
which customary tenant right was well-established. Until the accession of James I in
1603 the policy of the Crown had on the whole been favourable to tenant rights as
nourishing a sturdy yeomanry able to form the backbone of the defence of the
border. "The Crown was willing to use its position as landowner to further its
strategic aim". 11 The young Prince (aged 19 in 1619) was in serious financial
difficulties. He and his advisers had recently taken over full control of the lands
granted to him by King James, and Charles was expected to dress and spend like a
Prince — in 1617 £2,000 was spent on his clothes.1 2 So in February 1619 his council
opened a negotiation with a representative group of his Westmorland tenants. The
tenants were led by Gawain Braithwaite of Ambleside Hall, a man of substance, who
was lord of the manor of Baysbrown in Langdale, owned a corn mill, fulling mills, a
brewery, 13 an iron "finery" and a forge, 14 and held much land of other lords, mainly
no doubt of the Prince by customary tenant right. He sent two sons to Cambridge,
and a recently acquired coat of arms attested his gentry status. Five other
representatives made up the delegation which "appeared before His Highness's
Council and Commissioners of Revenue, not only for themselves but also for the
rest of the tenants, by whom they were authorised". 15 Among these were Tobias
Knipe of Lyth and his brother Samuel Knipe of Fairbank, Staveley, of whom more
below. These men were leading yeomen or minor gentry, used to acting together in
manor courts or on juries or vestries, and to getting things done as constables,
churchwardens etc. They drove a hard bargain — "obstinate and refractory" said the
Prince's officials,' but on 20 June 1619 they agreed terms with the Prince's Council.
The tenants would pay £2,700 in three instalments, and in return the Prince would
confirm their rights to their lands, and agree that the "fines" would be fixed at their
existing moderate level — two years' rent on the death of the lord and three years' on
the death of the tenant — Ambleside and Troutbeck tenants to pay one year's rent
less in each case. The Prince's officials had asked for ten years' and hoped to agree
on six. Braithwaite and the others came home in time to get the hay in but also with
the more difficult task of collecting the first instalment of the money.
Some time that September they were subpoenaed to appear at the Court of
Chancery on a probably fictitious charge that they had concealed essential
documents from the Prince's lawyers; the real purpose being to get the agreement
authenticated by a Chancery Decree. When Braithwaite and the others came back to
London they brought the £700 of the first instalment, and bonds for payment of the
second at Martinmas (rent day) 1620, signed on 21 August 1619 by a sufficient
number of credit-worthy tenants (23 for Ambleside and Troutbeck). But with
lawyer-like caution they refused to hand over either the money or the bonds without
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something better in return than the verbal assent of the Prince's Council — "The
said defendants had entered good security by bonds to His Highness, whereof they
have provided f700 ready to be paid this term, yet were unwilling to deliver the
same until they had obtained His Highness' assent unto the said agreement"." What
they wanted was the signed agreement of the Prince himself, and his promise also to
help them to put the matter beyond any doubt with an Act of Parliament. On 18
October the Prince signed a letter to this effect, "We do approve and assent to the
said agreement ... and assent that they shall have a Decree in Chancery ... and for
the full contentment of their humble suit, we are pleased if they can procure an Act
of Parliament at the next session for their better security". No doubt many copies
were made of this to pass round back in Westmorland — one of them was preserved
by the Brownes of Troutbeck. The delegates now handed over the money and the
bonds and the decree was enrolled in Chancery on 4 November 1619. 18
The level of fines agreed to was the same as had been shown in rentals and
surveys of the Crown's Westmorland lands 50 years earlier, 19 so Braithwaite and the
others were paying simply to maintain the existing position. But it was a good
bargain. The total customary rental of the Prince's lands in the Richmond and
Marquis Fees was £289 5s. 6d. 20 so the f2,700 was 9.3 years' rent but using the
figures from the 1608 survey only a little over two years' economic rent. For this the
tenants got a clear title with trivial rents and fines fixed for ever. The 0,700 also
covered arrears of fines. This may be compared with the situation under other lords.
The Prince's lands interlocked with those of other lords in several manors including
Staveley, where in 1612 (before the Kendal lands were granted to Prince Charles),
the King, the Bellinghams of Levens, and the Gilpins of Kentmere, ran a joint
manor court. Of 90 customary tenants there, seven held of two lords and two of all
three. 21 In 1730 the Levens Estate levied a general fine on the death of the lord to
which 24 Staveley tenants paid a total f140 1 s. Od., or 22.5 times their customary
rent, 22 while the 24 tenants of the Braithwaites (who had bought the Gilpin part of
Staveley in 1619) on the death of their lord in 1703 paid f185 17s. Od., or
19.7 times the rent. 23 In contrast the 17 Staveley tenants of the Crown's part of
Staveley, if they paid a fine on the death of Queen Anne in 1714, would only owe
f19 14s. 3d. — twice their rent. 24
The King's Proclamation 28 July 1620

We can be sure that other lords in Westmorland and their customary tenants
followed the Chancery case with great interest. Obviously the tenants of these other
lords would be likely to press for a similar security and agreement about fines.
Samuel Knipe of Staveley, who had taken a leading part in the negotiations with the
Prince, was to be the leading figure in the wider dispute that now followed.
Sir James Bellingham, by far the most important local lord, led the highly
successsful Helsington/Levens branch of his family. He was lord of half a dozen
manors from Heversham to Crook, and owned much other land elsewhere in
Westmorland and in Lancashire. He had moved into the medieval Levens Hall and
transformed it into a modern mansion. Aged 60 in 1620, he had attended King
James on his first entry into England at Durham in 1603, and had been honoured
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then with a knighthood. He sent all three of his sons to Cambridge, and afterwards
to study law at the Temple, and he married five daughters to Westmorland,
Lancashire or Yorkshire gentry. In 1620 he bought a baronetcy for his son and heir
Henry, aged 30. (The title of Baronet was invented in 1611 as a device to raise
money at a going price of £1,085). Sir James and Sir Henry had a clear interest in
stopping other tenants following the example of those of Prince Charles, and it
seems not improbable that since Sir Henry was at Court in 1620 to receive his new
title, he would use his connections there to express alarm at the effects of the
Prince's actions and to encourage King James to do something to stop the rot.
The King had a personal interest, partly as the largest of all landowners with a
Treasury in chronic deficit, and partly as ruler of the new United Kingdom. The
former border lands had been troubled on both sides with turbulent clans or
"surnames", as the English kindred groups were termed, who lived by robbing each
other, and enjoyed a system of "border tenure" in which many paid no rent at all; a
localised variant of customary tenant right. 25
James had done his best to abolish this system, for instance by trying, without
much success, to deport members of the Graham "surname" to Ireland. Now he
issued a Royal Proclamation asserting that all customary tenant right was essentially
part of this now outdated system. He referred to suits in the English courts based on
tenant right, and complained that "general taxes [by tenants] to pursue their
landlords upon a common purse open the way to turbulent and seditious attempts
... We have given commandment to ... all officers of ourselves and our dearest son
the Prince (near or bordering upon Scotland where such tenant right has been
claimed) that they do let all estates ... by indenture [written lease] only. And we do
command that no entry in any court roll hereafter . . . do mention estates termed
tenant right or customary estate pretended for border service". The reference was
clearly to events like those in the Kendal area, and possibly to further movements
among the tenants of Bellingham and others in late 1619 or early 1620. It is not
clear how or when this proclamation was published in Westmorland, but no doubt
people there knew of it. The essential charge in the Star Chamber proceedings of
1622-6 was that they continued to assert and to publicise their claims in defiance of
the King's Proclamation.
The Staveley and Crooklands meetings January 1621

In late 1620 the King decided, in view of a crisis in foreign policy and a pressing
need for money, to call the Parliament which met on 29 January 1621. Perhaps the
Westmorland tenants would have planned further action in any case, but the
meetings held in Staveley on 2 January 1621 and at Peasey Bridge seventeen days
later, clearly had the approaching Parliament in mind. (The bridge over the Peasey
Beck at Crooklands is called "Paysonne" Bridge in the Star Chamber documents).
According to the prosecution in the Star Chamber case, John Smith, High
Constable of Kendal Ward, called the meetings to organise protest. According to
one witness, the tenants at the Staveley meeting were not called there by anyone, but
"upon common discourse one neighbour with another in the markets they did
conclude to meet there to consult and advise what course were best to compound
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with their landlords for making the fynes and custom certain as formerly they heard
the Prince's tenants had done. They did think that they did hold by the same hold as
the Prince's tenants . . . [and they decided] to send some two or three men to
London to repair to learned counsel [and consider] by what means to proceed, the
Parliament or a petition to His Majesty". 26 According to another participant, "They
did agree that every man should speak with his neighbour to see if they would give
half a year's rent to send men up to London". 27 The Peasey Bridge meeting was
called by the constables of Preston Patrick and Preston Richard about bridge repair,
but "after they had done with speech concerning the bridge there were some
speeches made and motions concerning a voluntary contribution towards preferring
a Bill in Parliament or petition to His Majesty about their fines and their estates, and
there was gathered in the said constablewick upwards of £5 28 According to the
depositions made later by the lords, there was "a multitude of people to the number
of one hundred persons at least", 29 at Staveley, but the other evidence suggests there
were about 40 at each meeting.
The charge of seditious libel later brought against the tenants in the Star
Chamber relied heavily on a document, "Reasons of all the commons of
Westmorland to uphold their custom of tenant right", which was said to have been
written by Anthony Weatherall, vicar of Kirkby Stephen, and read at Staveley by
Samuel Knipe. Though we have no copy of it, the Star Chamber record does tell us
something of its origin. It was actually written by John Corney, Vicar of Orton, in
about 1608 at the request of the Countess of Cumberland, and it set out to show
that the tenant right estates in Westmorland were not founded on border service. 30
It did this with a mixture of historical and biblical arguments to be expected from a
conservatively-minded clergyman of the period anxious to maintain the established
God-given social order — "There was a collection out of scripture grounds and
histories to shew that there were tenants rights before there was border service .. .
wherein there was mention made of Brute [a legendary hero said to have founded
Britain] and of the building of the city and castle of Carlisle". 31 According to the
Attorney General, " . . . the said libel compared the ceasing of border service [by
King James] to Janus' axe which had a sharp edge when it looked towards the poor
tennants, cutting up the tree by the roote, but when it looked towards the landlord
so blunt that it was not able to cutt down the boughs and branches", [and quoted
Ezekiel] "The King shall not take the people's inheritance by oppression, nor throw
them out of their possessions". . . and compared the tenants to "The poore birds
that by lighte of nature are taught and encouraged for maintenance of their ancient
possessions to resist others even unto death". 32 This document was borrowed from
Corney in May 1620, and copies passed from hand to hand in various parts of
Westmorland. "Thomas Prickett and [others] were standing at the stall of deponent
[witness] in Kendal and had lying before them upon the stall a copie of the said
writing ... which deponent desired to borrow for a week ... and he made a copie
and gave it to his master Sir James Bellingham". 33 Perhaps Samuel Knipe, "whom
they termed their captain', according to the Attorney General, "did [at Staveley]
publish and reade the said libellous writinge", though Knipe denied doing so. It
seems probable that there was a good deal of indignant and angry talk and some
tenants may, as the Attorney General alleged, have said, "They would lose their lives
before their living, and that the lords were but a handful and a breakfast." None of
".
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the witnesses in the enquiry heard these words, but the graphic way they point to the
relative weakness of local lords lends them a certain air of authenticity. A resolution
said to have been passed at the Staveley meeting is printed in Nicolson and Burn. 34
We and every of us, whose names are hereunder subscribed ... do for ourselves our heirs and
executors ... agree .. .
1. That we, and every of us ... will stand to the general protestation by us taken ... to the
utmost of our ... abilities.
2. To the utmost of our power at all times hereafter we will defend our own persons,
families and estates and the persons, families and estates one of another, as far as lawfully we may.
3. If any person or persons shall plunder or go about in violent manner, without due course
of law to take away the persons, families or goods of any of us, it shall be reputed as done to all of
us. And that every ... man having notice and able to do service shall and will repair to the persons
so plundered ... and shall to the utmost of our power rescue such persons and goods.
4. Also that if any of our goods or estates . . . shall happen to be violently taken away
contrary to law as aforesaid, if satisfaction cannot be got out of them who so took them, the loss
thereof shall be equally born and restored to them so plundered by us all who shall be equally rated
according to every man's ability, by such persons in every town, hamlet and village as shall be
agreed upon by the more part of us .. .

Perhaps, as Nicolson and Burn state, some local people had been evicted or
threatened in the year since the Prince's tenants had made their bargain, though
there is no evidence of this. Since the signatories of this resolution and people like
them constituted the broad base on which the pyramid of law enforcement rested,
landlords might well be worried. The signed resolution cannot have come into the
hands of the lords, since there is no mention of it in the Star Chamber proceedings,
where it would have been damning evidence against the tenants.

Parliamentary Bills and a Petition to the King February-June 1621
Parliament met on 30 January 1621, and on 26 and 27 February two Bills appear in
the Commons Journals. The first was "for settling and confirmation of the customs
of the customary tenants of the Prince in his lands called the Richmond Fee and the
Marquis Fee within the Barony of Kendall", and the second "for enabling and
confirmation of certain lands within the County of Westmorland to be customary
lands and tenements of inheritance, according to the purport of decrees made within
the space of two years last past in the High Court of Chancery or within seven years
hereafter". 35 There is, in the Browne papers, a draft Parliamentary Bill, clearly the
first of these — it is in the names of Gawain Braithwaite, Samuel and Tobias Knipe
and the other delegates of the Prince's tenants, and would have given the Chancery
decree Parliamentary backing and enacted "that all estates made or to be made of
any of the said customary tenants to any person shall be adjudged to be good and
perfect customary estates in fee simple according to the custom of the Barony of
Kendal and the lands called the Richmond Fee and the Marquis Fee". 36 Also in the
Browne papers is a copy of an undated petition of the Prince's tenants to the King,
which reveals that "the Prince His Highness, in obedience to Your Majesty's said
Proclamation, hath caused [the bill] to be stayed at the Committee after the second
reading thereof'," recites the background story, and asks the King to agree to the
bill. These tenants, with the Prince's signed agreement, and clear promise of suppo rt
in their pockets, might well have anticipated Strafford's bitter comment of 1641,
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"Put not your trust in Princes". On 30 May they petitioned him again, reciting the
whole story and pointing out that, "since the present Parliament began, dwelling
about 200 miles hence and having paid the fees of both Houses besides other great
charges, which very many of them are unable to support, having but small estates,
and if trading in cloth were not the greater part of them could not maintain
themselves and their families upon their tenements, being very barren, ... they do
most humbly pray Your Highness to further the passage of the said Bill in the higher
House of Parliament before the [proroguing?] thereof, whereby they may be
discharged of further charge in presenting the same hereafter". 38 Finally, on 4 June,
the Prince agreed, through his Secretary, to support the Bill and to vote for it in the
House of Lords, 39 but on that very day the Parliament was prorogued, and the bill
did not reappear in the short and turbulent final session later in the year, so the
Princes' tenants never got their Act of Parliament. The representatives of the other
tenants appear to have given up the idea of a private Act of Parliament by 16 May
1621, when they presented a "Petition to the King's Majesty in behalf of all the
tenants claiming tenant right estates", asking that the King's Council and judges
"mediate a composition for the settling their estates and to draw their fines to some
certainty". 40
Surprisingly in view of the Proclamation, this petition succeeded — on 16 August
four leading Westmorland lords, Sir James Bellingham, John Preston of Nether
Levens, William Thornborough of Selside and Richard Braithwaite of Burneside,
signed an agreement "to enter into composition with our tenants" and, if this was
impossible, to send representatives to a meeting in London. The document referred
to the tenants' petition to the King, and to the Judges' order "upon hearing of both
parties". 41 Clearly the King had asked the Assize Judges to look into the problem on
their annual visit to Westmorland — it looked as if an agreement was now in the
making. The Assize Judges seem to have appointed commissioners to mediate, who
met in May 1622, and, according to one of them, James Anderton of Cleaton,
Lancs, "The gentlemen [were] willing to any peaceable conditions for themselves to
end all controversy. It was affirmed that John Preston, then intending his present
journey towards London, should join with any authorised by the tenants to attend
the Council and by them could be proposed any binding course for the decision of
these contentions". 42 But before then the lords had in fact launched the Star
Chamber prosecution, and they flatly refused to withdraw the prosecution and
accept judicial arbitration.
The Lords complain to the Star Chamber

Although, in August 1621, a group of lords had seemed ready to come to an
amicable agreement with the tenants, at Michaelmas (end Sept.) Sir Henry
Bellingham, Anthony Duckett and Jerome Garnett, "soliciter of the lands of Sir
James Bellingham", went to London and laid an information against James Smith,
Samuel Knipe and 17 other named Westmorland people, for seditious libel and
riotous assembly. 43 The Attorney General laid the case before the Star Chamber, a
judicial committee of the King's Council with special powers to deal with public
order offences. Its procedure was inquisitorial, and it could order the accused and
witnesses to appear before it, but in this case took most of their evidence in writing
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by sending commissioners to Kendal in 1623. The file of the case consists of a long
series of questions framed some by the accusers and some by the accused, and their
answers given on oath.
This move by the lords may have been simply a tactic to frighten the tenants into
agreeing their terms. But it is also likely that they were anxious to fight things out in
a court that was part of the King's Council rather than in the common law courts.
John Preston of Nether Levens is said to have told Knipe and his friends in May
1622, "There shall no judge try my fynes. We are intent to try your estates in the
Star Chamber which we cannot do without alledging misdemeanours ... I will have
your estates tried in the Star Chamber or all my friends shall faile me . . . I will
undertake for all the Lords that have a hand in this suit if you will undertake for the
tenants to refer their estates to the Council table". 44 They knew that the King's
Council was more likely to give weight to the Proclamation of July 1620 than the
Assize Judges, who would be very likely to question whether the King could, by
Proclamation, change men's legal rights to land, and might consider that this could
only be done by Act of Parliament, or by careful judicial interpretation of precedent.
The judges had argued this point with the King in 1610 and on several occasions
since. In fact there is evidence in a letter of 26 July 1622, from the King to the
Bishop of Carlisle, that James felt that the Judges were not enforcing his 1620
Proclamation. 45 This refers to the Proclamation, to breaches of it by "tumultuous
and evil-disposed persons ... by ... liberal speeches ... unlawful assemblies .. .
and seditious libels", and to the prosecution of these in the Star Chamber — clearly
the King had the Westmorland events in mind. He goes on to say that he has "now
again given strict command to our judges of assize for those counties ... to hold
themselves strictly to the tenor of our proclamation, and by no means give
countenance to any estate claiming to be [customary] ... where the parties ... have
been tied to border service, and that accordingly they make the people generally to
understand it without giving any hope to the contrary." He then asks the Bishop to
confer with the Judges about this, "And if anything be practiced to the contrary, we
require you to give us present notice of it".
The papers do not tell us how many lords supported the appeal to the Star
Chamber. Richard Braithwaite, lord of Burneside and part of Staveley, who had
consented to the proposed agreement planned in August 1621 (above), refused,
according to the defendants, to contribute to the costs of the Star Chamber case, 46
and Christopher Philipson of Calgarth, who was said to have contributed, told the
commissioners that he had paid nothing, and "what was intended by those
prosecuting this present suit he knoweth not, nor who were the prosecutors". 47 The
lords' case, as we shall see, was a flimsy one, and there may well have been doubts
about the wisdom of pressing it. The activists appear to have been Sir Henry
Bellingham, Anthony Duckett and John Preston.
The Bill of Complaint
The Attorney General's Bill opening the Star Chamber case began with a long
historical preamble asserting that, "the pretended custom of tenant right" had
emerged from the impact of border service on . a pre-existing system of tenancies at
will. After reference to "Your Majesty's gracious proclamation" of July 1620, it
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stated "That Anthonie Weatherell, Clarke, Vicker of Kirkby Stephen confederatinge
and combinge himself with divers others ... all persons of a seditious and turbulent
spirits [did in Dec. 1620] compose ... a most dangerous and seditious libell .. .
Reasons of all the commons of Westmorland to uphold theire custome of tenant
right ... [as] an invitation to stirre up the discontented and ignorant multitude to
some desperate attempt and accion in defence of theire saide usurped custome of
tenant right ... And ... confederate with one James Smith, Samuell Knipe, [and 17
others on 2 Jan 1621] did riotously malitiously and unlawfully assemble themselves
together in a place called Stavelay Chappell". After Knipe had read the libel the
confederates "dyd give out divers seditious speeches that if Your Majesty's
proclamation went forward there would be an insurrection ... And that first they
would endeavour by lawe but if that would not do then they would fight for it". The
Attorney goes on to describe the Peasey Bridge meeting and the collection of money.
The final charge is that of putting on a seditious play at Kendal Castle. "The said
confederates ... stirred ... up Richard Helm [and the other actors] publickelie to
personate and represent the persons of the said lords of mannors in their said playe,
and ... did libellouslie and disgracefully ... represent [the lords] to bee in hell to
the greate abuse of the said lords, by which they were provoked to have fallen into
outrage and to have broken Your Majesty's peace and have sought private revenge of
suche disgraceful injury, had not they been restrayned by the due respect and the
obedience to Your Majesty's lawes edicts and proclamations". The bill of complaint
concludes with a formal request for the case to be tried by the Star Chamber. 48
The Play at Kendal Castle July 1621
Kendal was used to plays. Although the "Corpus Christi plays", organised every
June by the various trades (or guilds) had been abolished in 1605 presumably
because they smacked of "Popery" in that year of the Gunpowder Plot, the Borough
accounts include quite frequent expenditure on "players". In 1620 for instance 10s.
was paid to the King's Players, and another 10s. to the Prince's Players by order of
Alderman Dawson. ("alderman" = mayor)."
The play in question was written "in fower large bookes" about 1614 by Jasper
Garnett, a Kendal man, then a schoolmaster at Lancaster, 50 but in 1621 probably at
Kendal Grammar School. He told the Star Chamber Commissioners that Sir
Francis Duckett of Grayrigg, and his son Anthony, were prime movers in putting it
on at Kendal Castle, particularly in getting permission from Alderman Dawson.
Dawson was reluctant in view of the 1605 decision, but Garnett explained that
George Ward, Clerk of the Peace, had read the play and saw nothing objectionable
in it. Anthony Duckett appears to have clinched the argument by claiming that the
play "would bring a great concourse of people to the towne and would cause much
money to be spent there. Thereupon the said Mr Dawson gave way thereunto,
conditionally that there should be no more added to the playe than that which they
had perused". There was a cast of about 20 including Sir Francis's grandson James,
"a younge Scholler" aged seven, and several Duckett tenants, including Richard
Helme, who was said to be Duckett's bailiff. The costumes were supplied partly by
the Bellinghams from Levens Hall and partly by Ducketts from Grayrigg Hall — the
two families were closely allied, Sir Francis Duckett's wife Marian being Sir James
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Bellingham's sister. Parties from both houses were at the performance, including Sir
Francis and Anthony Duckett and both their wives.5 1 So the play was under the
strongest possible Duckett/Bellingham patronage.
All we know of its script comes from a few snatches quoted in partisan evidence
in the Star Chamber case. They amount to a tiny and perhaps peripheral episode in
what seems to have been a full-length performance. "What was then acted", said
Jasper Garnett the author, "was a representation of ravens feeding of poore sheepe
in Hell which ravens were compared to greedy landlords and the sheep to their
poore tennantes who oppressed them and fedd upon their Carkasses, but the same
was not intended against any of the County of westmorland than against other
counties and all in generals".52 This conflicts with the evidence of Anthony Duckett,
who was anxious to prove that local landlords were shown suffering in Hell for their
misdeeds, "Thomas Duckett and Henry Ward did acte the part of towe fooles or
clownes and demanded of a boy [James Duckett?] who did look into the said
represented Hell who he did see there. Which boy declared unto the clownes, and
they to the people that they did see Land lordes and puritanes and Sherriffe Bailiffes
and other sortes of people whom they would have made odious, and gave this reason
why the Landlordes were there in regarde that they did make their tennantes
tennantes at will". 53 Richard Helme gives us a snatch of actual dialogue, "There was
a jest between Thomas Duckett and Henry Ward who acted the part of towe
clownes delivered by the one of them to the other in these wordes;
"Ravens!" gotha, "No. Thou art farr by the square,
It's false landlordes makes all that croakinge there,
And those sheepe wee poore men, whose rights these by their skill
Would take awaie, and make us tennantes at will,
And when our ancient liberties are gone,
They'll puke and poole and peele us to the bone"."

Whether the landlords were placed in Hell or not they were clearly given a bad
name in the play, and it is surprising that the Ducketts gave it such support. The key
is perhaps in the term "false landlords". Sir Francis may have considered himself to
be a true lord who looked after his fl ock, and had no immediate plans to take away
their rights. But perhaps more important is the fact that this was a tiny episode in a
long play, like the "devil porter" scene in Macbeth which does not make that whole
play into an attack on farmers or tailors.
The Star Chamber Proceedings 1622-3

A list of questions for Knipe to answer is dated 15 February 1622, and other
documents in the file show that those named in the complaint were also questioned
in that year, but whether in Kendal or in London is not clear. Then in September
1622 and again in April and May 1623, Commisioners from the Star Chamber,
meeting in Kendal took the evidence of witnesses called by both parties to the
dispute using questions drafted by both parties. The case for the lords was so weak
that we may suspect that the lords hoped that the threat of it would force the tenants
to come to heel. If so they counted without Knipe and his friends, who produced
evidence to show that the "libel" was in fact written by John Corney, Vicar of Orton,
long before the King's Proclamation, and that Anthony Weatherall, Vicar of Kirby
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Stephen, took no part in the events. Bellingham, Preston and Jerome Garnett, when
they prepared the original complaint, must simply have muddled the two clerics.
There was conflicting evidence about whether Knipe read the document out at the
Staveley meeting, and no evidence of violent plans or speeches either there or at the
later meeting at Crooklands. The defence produced credible witnesses to swear that
the purpose of the meetings, and the collection of money, was to promote a petition
to the King and/or a Bill in Parliament. As for the play at Kendal Castle, far from it
being organised as propaganda by the defendants, it had, as related above, been put
on under the patronage of Duckett and Bellingham and with their approval.
Defence evidence also showed the plaintiffs trying unsuccessfully to influence
witnesses. Jasper Garnett, the author of the play, was the brother of Jerome Garnett,
Bellingham's "soliciter of lands". Jerome asked him to keep out of Knipe's way and
to come to Levens to discuss the case, but Jasper instead contacted Knipe,
discovered what was happening and "thought he was in Conscience bound to testify
the truth on behalf of the defendant [Knipe]" much to Jerome's annoyance. 55
The plaintiffs did no better with questions about the nature of customary tenant
right. The defendants called Martin Gilbert of Kendal, aged 75, "he being for divers
years (30 years at the least) steward of the Court of Sir James Bellingham". He gave
evidence that, "time whereof the memory of man runneth not to the contrary",
tenants and their ancestors had "customary estates within the Barony, descendable
[and saleable] ... in respect of customary rents and services but not especially in
respect of border service". Admittances in the Court Rolls made no mention of
border service, and landlords and freeholders within the Barony had done "service
upon the border when that was in use and were tied to that service upon notice by
post or beacon" just as much as the customary tenants. In short tenant right had
nothing to do with border service and was a well-established custom in the
Bellingham manors, as in others in the Barony.
The Verdicts 1623-26
On 7 November 1623 the Star Chamber issued a decree which gave no judgement
on the alleged offences but agreed that the legal issue of the title on which the
tenants held their land, "will much aggravate or extenuate the offence . . .
complained of, if any such be". The decree went on to ask three leading Judges, all
members of the Star Chamber Court, to hold further hearings and either settle the
matter amicably or report back. 5ó These judges sent twice for both parties, in
November 1623 and in May 1624, "at which times the said tenants by some
authorised for them always appeared, but of the lords none appeared saving only Sir
James Bellingham, John Preston [and] Sir Henry Bellingham". There had never
been many local lords active in the case. One notable absentee throughout was
Robert Strickland of Sizergh who was MP for Westmorland in 1624: Richard
Braithwaite and Christopher Philipson had, as we have seen, refused to contribute.
Now it seems that the Ducketts had dropped out. This made it impossible for the
judges to broker an agreement between all the lords of the Barony and the tenants
represented by Samuel Knipe and John Cartmel of Preston Patrick. So on the point
of law they found in favour of the tenants, that "their estates are estates of
inheritance at the will of the lord descendable from ancestor to heir according to the
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several customs of the manors . . . and border service was no special part of their
services ... in respect of the tenure of their lands". The judges went on to suggest
that the Star Chamber should make arrangement for mediation or court action to
settle an agreed level of fines — likely otherwise to be a continuing bone of
contentions' It was 19 June 1625 before the judges reported their findings back to
the Star Chamber, and by this time King James was dead, which may have made it
easier for the judges to act on the assumption that his Proclamation of 1620 was illinformed and of no legal force, though of course they did not say so.
Finally on 29 January 1626 counsel for the persistent Samuel Knipe appeared on
behalf of the tenants at the Star Chamber and obtained a decree, "That the point of
the tenants' customary estates of inheritance be absolutely ratified, confirmed and
for ever settled" in accordance with the judges' ruling, and fixed a day in November
1626 to settle the rate of fines. 58 This was never done. It is not surprising that the
lords of the Barony, who had never given much backing to Bellingham's actions in
the case, and had failed to attend the judges' sittings in 1623-4, saw no reason to
cooperate in a Star Chamber settlement of the fines. There was no way that the
lords could be compelled to attend and accept such a settlement, and Knipe seems
sensibly to have ended his long campaign at this point. Nicolson and Burn suggests
that many of the lords made private bargains about this time with their own tenants.
But many, including the Bellinghams of Levens did not. It was far more sensible to
leave the amount of the fine open. "Arbitary fines", as they came to be known, gave
an active lord the opportunity of increasing the amount according to the state of the
market or the toughness of the bargaining, as the Staveley figures given above show.
Conclusion

These events show the lords of the Kendal area to have been disunited and
comparatively ineffective in their struggle with a highly effective and apparently
unified mass of tenants. This was due in part to the fact that many wealthy men, like
Gawain Braithwaite, Samuel Knipe or the various Philipsons, held mainly freehold
or customary land, and had no interest in supporting the lords but an active interest
in the success of the tenants. There were probably also personal and family reasons
for the disunity. Richard Braithwaite, for instance, lord of Burneside and part of
Staveley, was a nephew of Gawain Braithwaite of Ambleside, who led the Prince's
tenants. The fiasco of the Star Chamber evidence about the play may explain why
the Ducketts of Grayrigg gave no support in the final stages. The tenants in contrast
showed real solidarity. They attended meetings, subscribed half a year's rent, signed
bonds to pay quite considerable sums, and paid up on the due date. They kept in
touch with each other by the grape-vine of markets and courts and other meetings.
Witnesses like Jasper Garnett, who wrote the Kendal play, and Martin Gilbert,
Bellingham's retired steward, were willing to come forward and give evidence for the
tenants. If Samuel Knipe and the others at the Staveley meeting did promise "to the
utmost of our power ... to ... defend the estates one of another, as far as lawfully
we may", they certainly kept their promise.
The other factor was, of course, the effective leadership of men like Gawain
Braithwaite and Samuel Knipe. They organised the necessary meetings locally,
negotiated with the lords, with the Prince's advisers, and with the Attorney General,
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travelled to London (on half a dozen occasions in Knipe's case), briefed lawyers,
lobbied and petitioned. They persisted until they got the Prince's written promise in
1620 and the Star Chamber Decree in 1626. They marshalled witnesses for the Star
Chamber enquiry with decisive effect, and they appear to have retained throughout
the solid support of a very cohesive local community.
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